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u2s show titled homecoming live in chicago was filmed live for the first time from january 20th to 22nd in the us. the band also chose to start playing with their new set list starting with world tour debut the joshua tree and ending their world tour with their single where the streets have no name in the final show of their 2000
u2olympics tour. u2s 2017 world tour concert u2 360° tour was filmed for the first time in full 3d. the tour, produced by david fincher, ran from september 27 to november 13, 2017. in 2018 the band released a live album documenting the tour and it was certified gold in france, denmark, finland, iceland, norway and sweden.

every ticket to the sold-out show was reserved for an individual to receive an original and personalised 45 lp copy of the album, hand-crafted and signed by the band, as well as the collectors’ edition book. a unique poster of the band was also given out to every member of the band and crew on the night of the show. the
signed 45 was placed inside a specially crafted vinyl case. the deluxe vinyl contains two new live albums, the previously unreleased final gig recording of joshua tree live at the hollywood bowl 1987 and joshua tree live at the paradise, both backed by footage of u2 in the audience. music videos have become a less-important

part of the story of a number of major rock bands over the last decade or two, for a number of reasons, and there is no real argument that as of yet, u2 have had the greatest number of truly classic rock videos. while their videos of the late 1980s and early 1990s are brilliant, they can be hard to appreciate without the context
provided by the music videos of bands like the rolling stones, the beatles, pink floyd and others.
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The CD was released in a single piece CD sleeve, in a case, with a cardboard slip case. For the first time, the CD edition featured a unique "outtakes" booklet, which
included the "I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For" and "One Tree Hill" EP, both from 1989's The Unforgettable Fire album, and the unreleased demos of "Out of

Control" and "Walk On". Unlike the original 10" vinyl set, this edition did not feature a gatefold cover. The first pressings of the CD had the outtakes booklet sewn into the
liner notes for the album. The CD and single sleeve were packaged in a special gatefold box with a red velvet insert and embossed "The Joshua Tree" title on the cover.

The bonus tracks were later released on the 2007 Deluxe Edition of The Joshua Tree. At the time of its original release, the album was a double vinyl set containing, on the
first side, the hits album, and on the second side, the 12" remixes and B-sides. The second vinyl side included the "I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For" and "One

Tree Hill" EP, both from 1989's The Unforgettable Fire album, as well as the demos for "Out of Control" and "Walk On". The CD was released in a single piece CD sleeve, in
a case, with a cardboard slip case. For the first time, the CD edition featured a unique "outtakes" booklet, which included the "I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For"
and "One Tree Hill" EP, both from 1989's The Unforgettable Fire album, and the unreleased demos of "Out of Control" and "Walk On". Unlike the original 10" vinyl set, this

edition did not feature a gatefold cover. The first pressings of the CD had the outtakes booklet sewn into the liner notes for the album. The CD and single sleeve were
packaged in a special gatefold box with a red velvet insert and embossed "The Joshua Tree" title on the cover. The bonus tracks were later released on the 2007 Deluxe

Edition of The Joshua Tree. 5ec8ef588b
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